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Introduction
Managing and archiving research data in a well-organized framework is an essential duty in interdisciplinary, long-term research projects. In this contribution, we introduce
the research data management approach of two interdisciplinary research projects funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). The practical experiences gained
by implementing and designing the first project database were taken and transferred to set up the research data management system of another interdisciplinary research
project. Both projects are developed in close cooperation with and physically located at the Regional Computing Centre of the University of Cologne.

CRC/TR32 Project Description

RCR Project Description

The Transregional Collabrative Research Center 32: ‘Patterns in Soil-VegetationAtmosphere Systems: monitoring, modelling, and data assimilation’ (CRC/TR32)
is an interdisciplinary research project funded since 2007. The CRC/TR32 (www.
tr32.uni-koeln.de) is a joint project of the German Universities of Aachen, Bonn,
Cologne, and the Research Centre Jülich. The research partners work on exchange
processes between the soil, vegetation, and adjacent atmospheric boundary layer
(SVA) in the catchment of the river Rur, mostly situated in western Germany.

The Research Unit 1501: ‘Resilience, Collapse and Reorganisation in Social
Ecological Systems of Africa’s Savannahs’ (RCR) is an interdisciplinary research
project funded since 2010. The RCR (www.fg1501.uni-koeln.de) is a joint project
of the German Universities of Bonn and Cologne. The research partners work
on resilience, collapse, and reorganization in complex coupled social-ecological
systems (SES) in Africa. The study areas are located in Kenya (Lake Naivasha,
Lake Baringo, Laikipia Plateau) and South Africa (Kuruman, Thaba Nchu Region).
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Fig. 1: TR32DB Structure

Fig. 2: RCRDB Structure
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RCRDB System

metadata framework

Dublin Core

• operating since early 2008
• storage and backup of heterogeneous data
• upload of huge data files via SCP/SSH (< 10GB)
• input & modification of metadata via web page
(input form)
• search & download of data via web page
• user management via RRZK accounts
• implemented WebGIS available
• application of TR32DB-DOIs

data storage

core elements

• operating since mid-2012
• storage and backup of heterogeneous data
• upload of data via web-interface
• input & modification of metadata via web page
(input wizard)
• search & download of data via web page
• user management connected to official RCRweb page (Joomla-CMS)
• data search via map

www.fg1501db.uni-koeln.de

ISO 19115 , INSPIRE
Fig. 4: Metadata Framework (modified after Curdt et al. 2012)

Multi-level Metadata Framework
• implementation of core elements of recent
standards and principles
• metadata amount & kind depend on data
• mandatory and optional metadata elements
• project specific elements, for example:
Fig. 3: TR32DB web page - data search and metadata access

- keywords & topics with regard to project
- measurement/model region and location

Fig. 5: RCRDB web page - metadata input wizard

Conclusion
Central data management systems for large interdisciplinary research projects experience different problems. Therefore, heterogeneous data should be for example
stored in an ordered and explicit structure including their metadata (Mückschel et al. 2007). The TR32DB was developed with regard to a huge amount of heterogeneous data. The basic concept and in particular the embedded multi-level metadata framework was transferred to another project, the RCRDB. Time and resources were
reduced by applying already gained experiences and ideas, in contrast to develop an entire new system.
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